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arise. You can then t1:ike the necessary measures, at the least possible
~ eliminate the risk of sl3rious power failure.

to

mulate the possible causes of faults. All the models ar~
very authentic and it is possible to simulate the complex
and rapid development of the fault situations that can
arise in an actual power network.

The protective relay under test isfed from the simulator

A copy of your own power network!
The Asea Relays power system simulator offers unique
opportunities for predictil:)g how your protectiye relays
will operate in the actual network, undervarying operat-
ing conditions.

The simulator consists of electronic circuits which accu:-
rately simulate the power network. A computer system
controlsthe simulator and collects ~nd processes the
data.

..
All the significantunits that may form part of a full-state .
powernetwork arerepresented in the simulator byelec-
tronic modeis.
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same way as a genuine network
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and reactors.
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The first few milliseconds
are of outmost importance!
The , the first milliseconds of a

:. This, in its turn, can activate
other protective relays. And all this occurs extremely
quickly. T oobtain a true picture of what can happen in a
network,sfmulC'!tion must be carried out in real time using
extremelyfastanalog circuits. Direct digital simulation
would be a)together too slow to provide correct test re-
gults.

Same of the line protection systems are based on the
w~ve detector principle. Instead of measuring the reduc-
tian in impedance or rise in current, these protective sys-
tems have start units which sense the wave front passing
through the lines when a fault occurs. These protection
systems act very rapidly and requireauthentic simula-
tion, if their function is to be properly tested.

Simulator controlled by live
computers and four operators!
Themeasuring system is based on five Hewlett-Packard
computers, of which one operates as central unit and the
other four as slaves. The peripheral equipment consists
of graphics terminals, disk memory, flexible disk drives,
magnetic tape units, printer and colour plotter.

The data coll~ction system canhandle 24 analog and 64
digital signals slmultaneously at a sampling frequency of
up to 25 kHz.A maximum of 18 000 measurements per
sjgnal can be storedin the memories.

The simulation equipment is handled by four operators,
each a specialist in hisown field.

The parametersthat areused in setting up asimulated
netVliork are stored on a file and can easilybe brought out
on a later occasion. This makes it a simple matter to re-
peat a test under precisely reproducibl~conditions. The
results of tests are presented i n the form of computer lists
and argo, forgreater clarity, in the form of plotted dia-
grams. .



Wave-forms in a power transmission network
Wh~n a fault occurs in a power system, non-sinusoidal wave-forms
arise. These are caused pat1ly by non-linear elements in the system and
pat1ly by the energy stored in capacitive and reactive elements.
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This oscillogram shows the voltage in a series-compensated network,
where the series capacitors are fitted with zinc oxide varistors.

This oscillogram shows the current when a three-phase close-up fault
occurs on a line with shunt reactors on the bus-bar behind
the relay together with a weak end inteed.
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In a multi-phase system -provided some degree of
symmetry exists -a transformation can be used which
converts the system into a number of independent
single-phase systems. In the line model shown, a Clarke
transformation is used to create O-, a- and B- systems.
In order to hand le parallellines with mutual coupling, the
model also includes a component which is dependent
upon the coupling between the lines. This is the m-com-
ponent shown in the diagram.

The performance of a power systemsimulator depends,
to a great extent, on how accurately theelectronic line
model represents the transmission lines of the actual
network. The model that is used is based on the tele-
graph equation, which gives the voltage and current at a
point (x) on a single phase line, at time (t), as folIows:

r
u(t,x)=e ~ (,)1 (u,(X-vt)+U2(X+vt))

i(t,x)= -2- e -( Tjt (U1(X-vt)+U2(X+vt))

where, u. = forward voltage wave
U~ = backward voltage wave
z = surge impedance of line
v = wave propagation velocity

!;= line resistance per km
1.= 1ine inductance per km ccc
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In a series capacitor station, besides
the capacitors, there are also by-,pass
switches and protective spark gaps, or
alternatively, zinc oxide varistors.
Since the influence of the series capa-
citor station may vary during the de-
velopment of a raDat, the line protec-
tion at the end-points of the line is af-
fected in a manner that may be diffi-
cultto predict. All the components of a
series capacitor station are, therefore,
represented in the simulator modet in
order to make the test results realistic.

This shows the simulator circuit
breaker modet in a single-phase func-
tional diagram. The controi computer
sets individual parameters for each
phase, so that non-simultaneous
bre~king can be simulated. An open-
ing and/or closing resistor might also
be included in the model, bot are not
shown in the diagram.

Diagram of current transformer mo-
del. The controlcomputer sets seven
parameters to characterize the cur-
rent transformer to be osed. The mo-
del also sim ula tes the non-linear mag-
netization and saturation of the trans-
former.
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Knowledge gives security
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A modern protective relay must make decisions, within a
few milliseconds, on disconnection of a power system.
The stability of a power system depends on correct func-
tioning of the relays. Unnecessary disconnection may
lead to more serious breakdowns in power distribution
than can be tolerated.

By testing your protective relaysin our simulator, you can
quickly predict how the relays will behave under various
disturbances. This knowledge is invaluable in building up
a stable and reliable power network.


